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Summary of the Baffle-Former Bolt Prediction Results Provided by 
Structural Integrity Associates, AREVA, and Westinghouse 

1 Background 

Recent inspections of operating pressurized water reactors (PWR) have revealed degradation of 
baffle-former bolts (BFB). The degradation has been most severe in the Westinghouse 4-Loop 
downflow plants with the 2-Loop downflow plants showing less degradation and the 3-Loop 
downflow plants showing even less degradation. Downflow configuration plants are currently 
considered the most susceptible to this phenomenon and were categorized in Tier 1 and Tier 2 in 
NSAL-16-1 [ 1]. The tiers in NSAL-16-1 were based on potential susceptibility to bolt 
degradation. The highest susceptibility plants were placed in Tier 1 and the lowest in Tier 4. At 
the first level, the tiers contain the following plant designs: 

• Tier I: Westinghouse 4-Loop plants currently operating in downflow configuration 
• Tier 2: Westinghouse 2-Loop and 3-Loop plants currently operating in downflow 

configuration 
• Tier 3: Westinghouse 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop plants originally operated in 

downflow configuration and then converted to upflow 
• Tier 4: Westinghouse 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop plants operated in upflow 

configuration for the full plant life and Combustion Engineering-design plants with core 
shroud bolts 

Based on failure analysis results for BFBs, the initiating failure mechanism is irradiation-assisted 
stress corrosion cracking (IASCC). 

The industry inspection and evaluation guidelines for reactor vessel internals, MRP-227 [2, 3) 
require a volmnetric ultrasonic test (UT) of 100% of the accessible BFBs in all Westinghouse
designed plants. The requirements from MRP-227, Revision 1 are quoted in Table l. The recent 
degradation was discovered through this inspection requirement. However, the extent of the 
degradation observed in some of these plants has led to questions about the adequacy of the 
current inspection and evaluation guideline requirements. 

The purpose of this letter is to swnmarize the results of three different BFB predictive evaluations 
presented at the November 2016 Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability 
Program (MRP) Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) meeting. The results were produced by 
three different vendors: Structural Integrity Associates (SIA), AREY A, and Westinghouse. 
These predictive studies evaluated the likelihood of BFB degradation in Westinghouse plant 
designs based on laboratory data and ultrasonic testing (UT) operating experience from multiple 
plants. The evaluations are intended for use in supporting the BFB interim guidance for MRP-
227-A and MRP-227, Revision 1. Thus, the vendors included cases that address the initial onset 
of BFB degradation in multiple Westinghouse plant designs and cases to address the required re
inspection interval after an inspection has been conducted. These results indicated that the 
current guidance for BFB inspections in MRP-227-A and MRP-227, Revision 1 require some 
changes. 
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Table 1: Excerpt for BFB Inspection Requirement from Table 4-3 of MRP-227, Revision 1 [3] 

Primary Item Applicability Effect (Mechanism) Expansion Link 
Examination Examination 

Method/Frequency Coverage 

W6.Baffle-Former All plants Cracking Lower support Baseline volumetric (UT) 100% of 
Assembly (IASCC, Fatigue) column bolts examination between 25 and accessible 

Baffie-former bolts Aging Management Barrel-former 
35 effective full-power bolts. 
years, with subsequent (Irradiation bolts 
examination on a ten-year Embrittlement and 

Irradiation Stress interval. 

Relaxation) 

2 Summary of Vendor BFB Prediction Results 

The details of the individual BFB prediction evaluations conducted by SIA, AREVA, and Westinghouse 
are summarized in more detail in the Enclosure to this letter. Each vendor provided a presentation at the 
November 2016 TAC meeting and a summary report early in 2017. These three presentations and three 
reports are collected in the Enclosure. 

The limitations of these three analyses should be recognized prior to drawing conclusions or applying the 
results. The results presented at the November 2016 meeting, provided in the vendor reports, and 
summarized here are preliminary and provided for information only. The evaluations were limited by the 
available operating experience data and, in the cases where it was used, by the existing IASCC initiation 
laboratory data. The results should be considered representative of the behavior expected for a given 
class of plants, but they may not have bounded all possible inputs or assumptions. As BFBs degrade 
there are an extremely large number of possible failure scenarios, so plant-specific evaluation will often 
be the only option for a plant finding BFB indications through inspection. 

The three vendors used significantly different approaches for predicting the degradation of BFBs in the 
subject plant designs: 

• SIA used the available IASCC initiation laboratory test data to develop a probabilistic Weibull 
distribution as a function of dose and stress. Data from the MRP-230 [ 4] functionality analysis 
were then used as stress and dose inputs to evaluate the likelihood of bolt failure with time. 

• AREVA used an empirical bolt failure model based on the observed operating experience from 
BFB inspections. The failure rate was described through a Weibull distribution with a bounding 
shape parameter and incorporated the historical spatial bias for where bolt degradation has 
occurred in the BFB assembly. A Monte Carlo analysis was conducted on the likely cases of bolt 
failure patterns and evaluated to determine if each case maintained design basis. Inspection or re
inspection was recommended after this likelihood went below 95 percent. 

• Westinghouse used the available IASCC initiation laboratory test data to determine the effect of 
stress on the rate and likelihood of BFB degradation. The analysis of laboratory test data was 
combined with an analysis of BFB inspection operating experience to develop Weibull 
probability parameters, including a scale factor that varied with stress and dose. Design inputs 
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from drawings and analyses were then used to determine the stress and dose for each bolt 
location, and the likelihood of failure was calculated with time. 

Example results from these three analyses are shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3 for SIA, 
AREVA, and Westinghouse, respectively. 

Figure 1 shows the trend curves for a Westinghouse 4-Loop downflow design plant developed by SIA. 
These trend lines represent the results from a single octant of the baffle-former assembly. The data points 
on the plot are actual plant inspection results for individual octants and predict a general increasing failure 
trend with effective full-power years (EFPY). Currently, the model does not fully describe the extreme 
clustering that has been observed at D.C. Cook Unit 2 and Salem Unit 1. The model results break down 
above 40 to 50 percent bolt degradation in an octant. 

The predictive analysis results provided by AREVA were presented in a different fashion, as shown in 
Figure 2. The Monte Carlo analysis performed in this evaluation results in some cases that pass the 
pattern analysis rules defined as acceptance criteria and other cases that do not pass. Once the number of 
cases that pass fall below the permitted fraction (in this case, 95 percent), the corresponding time is 
considered the cutoff for further actions such as an initial inspection or re-inspection. 

The data provided by the Westinghouse BFB prediction evaluation are plotted in Figure 3. These three 
lines represent the average predicted BFB degradation results for Westinghouse-designed 2-Loop, 3-
Loop, and 4-Loop downflow plants. The actual inspection operating experience results for these three 
types of plants are also included on the plot. These trend lines show a gradual increase in the rate of BFB 
degradation over time, particularly for the 4-Loop downflow case. 

The basic goal of the acceptance criteria applied by each vendor was to avoid a potential clustering event. 
SIA based its initial inspection interval and re-inspection interval on maintaining an upper limit of no 
more than 10 percent of the bolts in a given octant having inspection indications. AREVA based its 
acceptance criteria on the probability of having an acceptable pattern of bolts. Westinghouse based its 
conclusions on avoiding the potential for accelerated degradation due to clustering, which correlated to 
approximately 10 percent of the bolts being degraded. The results presented in Table 2 were derived from 
application of the individual vendor's predictive methodology and these acceptance criteria. 

All three vendors concluded that there was not a "one size fits all" requirement for the BFBs. The 
predictive evaluation results varied significantly based on the plant design and plant history. If a generic 
requirement is applied to all plants with BFBs (or equivalent bolts with a different name, such as the core 
shroud bolts in certain Combustion Engineering-designed plants), that requirement would likely be 
burdensome for plants in lower tiers per NSAL-16-1 [ 1]. The general recommendation from each vendor 
was to provide updated inspection requirements for MRP-227-A and MRP-227, Revision 1 that are 
divided by plant design or the NSAL-16-1 tiers. The initial inspection and re-inspection requirement 
recommendations provided in Table 2 can be used as supporting information for creating interim BFB 
inspection guidance. Table 3 provides the boundary between minimal and significant degradation 
assumed in the evaluations conducted by each vendor. 

The results obtained by the three vendors are generally in good agreement. For all of the plant designs 
except the 4-Loop downflow units, it was concluded that inspection by 30 EFPY should be adequate to 
manage BFB degradation. For certain plant designs, such as the Tier 3 and Tier 4 plants and perhaps 
even the 3-Loop downflow plants, a later initial inspection time is probably acceptable. The results from 
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all three vendors continue to support the upper limit of 35 EFPY imposed by MRP-227-A and MRP-227, 
Revision 1 [2, 3] for the lower susceptibility plants . 

Some differences in the re-inspection intervals recommended by the three vendors were observed. 
However, this can probably be traced to the differences in what each vendor assumed as the boundary 
between "minimal" and "significant" bolt degradation. SIA defined minimal degradation as less than 3 
percent of the overall population of bolts and developed re-inspection intervals for plants observing 
degradation in this range and in the higher range between 5 percent and 10 percent degradation. AREY A 
used a value of 3 percent as the boundary between minimal and significant degradation. Westinghouse's 
calculations evaluated degradation after observing 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent overall 
degradation and showed a 10-year re-inspection interval could only be attained in the 1 percent case. 
Degradation levels between 1 percent and 5 percent were not specifically evaluated, thus 1 percent is a de 
facto boundary for Westinghouse. Neither AREVA nor Westinghouse placed an upper limit on the 
degradation percentage evaluated as SIA did, so their results for cases with significant degradation lead to 
a need for plant- and case-specific evaluations. These different boundary values between minimal and 
significant inspection indications led to slightly different re-inspection interval results. These differences 
appear to be consistent with the differences in the boundaries assumed: 

• SIA determined that the re-inspection interval should be 5 years for the Tier 1 plants and 7 years 
for the other tiers as long as the observed indications were below 3 percent. For the range of 5 to 
10 percent indications, this was reduced to 2 years and 4 years, respectively. 

• AREY A concluded that a 10-year re-inspection interval is acceptable for all of the plant designs 
that were evaluated as long as the observed indications were less than 3 percent of the total 
population of bolts. For observed indications beyond this level, the re-inspection interval would 
be smaller, as shown in Figure 4, and would typically require a plant-specific evaluation. 

• Westinghouse concluded that a 10-year re-inspection interval is acceptable for all plant designs 
evaluated if the observed indications are less than 1 percent of the total bolt population. If 
indications beyond 5 percent of the total bolt population are observed, plant-specific evaluation 
would be required and a smaller maximwn re-inspection interval of 5 EFPY is recommended. 

Each vendor used a different approach to the evaluation of the potential for BFB degradation. However, 
each used the same base set of operating experience in creating empirical models or in calibrating other 
types of models. Thus, it is not surprising that the conclusions about initial inspection and re-inspection 
recommendations are consistent. It should be noted that each of the models has its own set of capabilities 
which may or may not be applicable to a given plant-specific situation. This swnmary letter does not 
provide a conclusion or recommendation on the application of these models to any plant-specific case. 

The results presented here are intended to support the development of interim and final guidance for the 
inspection and evaluation of BFBs to update MRP-227-A and MRP-227, Revision 1. 
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Figure 1: 4-Loop Downflow Plant Trend Curves as Determined by the SIA BFB Prediction 
Evaluation 
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Figure 2: Probability of Maintaining Design Basis as a Function of Bolt Failure Percentage (Time) 
as Determined by the AREVA BFB Prediction Evaluation 
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Figure 3: Average Results from the Predictions for 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop Downflow Plants 
as Determined by the Westinghouse BFB Prediction Evaluation 
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T bl 2 S a e : ummary o f BFB P d" ti R It f In"f II re 1c on esu s or I ta ti nspec on an dR . ti I t e-mspec on n erva 
Plant Design Initial Inspection Re-inspection Interval with 

(Latest EFPY) Minimal Indications (Years) 

Structural Inte2rity Associates Evaluation Results 
4-Loop-D (Tier 1) 20 5 

2/3-Loop-D (Tier 2) b 32 7 

Upflow and Converted Upflow (Tier 3/4) c 35 7 

AREVA Evaluation Results 
4-Loop Upflow d 35.2 10 
3-Loop Downflow d 30.0 10 

3-Loop Upflow d 32.4 10 

2-Loop Downflow 0 29.4 10 
2-Loop Upflow d 29.4 10 

Westin2house Evaluation Results 
4-Loop Downflow Per NSAL-16-1 10 
3-Loop Downflow 35 10 
2-Loop Downflow 30 10 

I f rom th Th e ree v d en ors 
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Re-inspection Interval with Significant 
Indications (Years) 

2 a 

4 a 

4 a 

Plant-specific evaluation (see Figure 4) 
Plant-specific evaluation (see Figure 4) 

Plant-specific evaluation (see Figure 4) 

Plant-specific evaluation (see Figure 4) 
Plant-specific evaluation (see Figure 4) 

Plant-Specific Evaluation (max of 5 EFPY) 
Plant-specific evaluation (max of 5 EFPY) 
Plant-specific evaluation (max of 5 EFPY) 

a. Re-inspection interval assumes observed indications between 5 and 10 percent of the BFB population 
b. Limited data is available for the 3-Loop downtlow plants, so they were conservatively grouped with the 2-Loop downflow plants 
c. Limited data is avallable for the Tier 3 and Tier 4 plants, so they were conservatively assigned the same re-inspection intervals as the Tier 2 plants 
d. EFPY and years shown provide 95 percent confidence of finding a bolting pattern within design basis at the initial examination or at the end of the re

examination period 
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Table 3: Bolt Failure Percentage Used by each Vendor as the Upper Boundary for Minimal 
D d . eera ation 

Vendor Boundary between Minimal and Significant 
Degradation Used in Evaluations {%a} 

SIA 3 

AREVA 3 

Westinghouse 1 
a. Percent of the total BFB population with observed indications 
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Figure 4: Re-examination Interval According to Plant Type as Determined by the AREVA 
Evaluation 
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1 Background 

Recent inspections of operating pressurized water reactors (PWR) have revealed degradation of 
baffle-former bolts (BFB). The degradation has been most severe in the Westinghouse 4-Loop 
downflow plants with the 2-Loop downflow plants showing less degradation and the 3-Loop 
downflow plants showing even less degradation. Downflow configuration plants are currently 
considered the most susceptible to this phenomenon [ 1]. Based on failure analysis results for 
BFBs, the initiating failure mechanism is irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC). 
This experience has been published in multiple documents, including references 2, 3, 4, and 5. 

The industry inspection and evaluation guidelines for reactor vessel internals, MRP-227 [6, 7] 
require a volumetric ultrasonic test (UT) of 100% of the accessible BFBs in all Westinghouse
designed plants. The requirements from MRP-227, Revision 1 are quoted in Table 1-1. The 
recent degradation was discovered through this inspection requirement. However, the extent of 
the degradation observed in some of these plants has led to questions about the adequacy of the 
current inspection and evaluation guideline requirements. 

The purpose of this letter is to present the results of the BFB failure prediction evaluation 
conducted by Westinghouse and presented at the November 2016 Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) Materials Reliability Program (MRP) Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) 
meeting. The primary purpose of that study was to evaluate several inspection cases for a 
Westinghouse 2-Loop downflow plant design. In addition to those results, some comparisons 
between 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop downflow plant results were also presented. These results 
will be discussed and some potential impacts on the MRP-227 BFB requirements will be 
postulated. 

Table 1-1: Excerpt for BFB inspection requirement from Table 4-3 of MRP-227, Revision 1 [7] 

Primary Item Applicability Effect 
Expansion Link 

Examination Examination 
(Mechanism) l\.1ethod/Frequency Coverage 

W 6.Baffle-Former All plants Cracking Lower support Baseline volmnetric (UT) 100% of 
Assembly (IASCC, Fatigue) column bolts examination between 25 and accessible 

Balle-former bolts Aging Barrel-fonner 
35 EFPY, with subsequent bolts. 

Management bolts 
examination on a ten-year 

(IE and JSR) 
interval. 
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The Westinghouse BFB degradation predictive evaluation methodology is built on a combination 
of the following pieces: 

• Absolute and probabilistic inputs from deterministic analyses 
• Weibull probabilistic reliability analysis to relate the deterministic inputs to the likelihood of 

failure at a given location and time (Section 2.2) 
• Monte Carlo analysis to address the range of probable cases for a given configuration 

(Section 2.3) 

A brief description of each of these parts of the methodology is provided in this section. 

2.1 Inputs 

A variety of inputs from other analyses are used in predicting bolt degradation behavior at a plant. 
The following list summarizes the primary inputs used in this analysis. 

• Stress calculated for the bolt from the methods used in acceptable bolting pattern analyses 
(ABPA) [8] - Figure 2-1 

• Operational characteristics 
o Differential pressure distribution 
o Accumulated dose - Figure 2-2 

• Operating experience and history at the plant of interest 
o Bolt inspections 
o Bolt replacements 
o Other bolt history 

• BFB and baffle-former assembly design 
o Head-to-shank stress concentration factor 
o Bolt type 
o Bolt and plate layout 

Some of these, such as calculated stress or dose, are probabilistic in nature and have inherent 
levels of uncertainty. Others, such as the bolt type or plant design type, are absolute in nature and 
do not require a consideration of the uncertainty. 
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former 2 

former 8 

Figure 2-1 - Example distribution of stress for a single 8X12 bolt plate per ABPA results 
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Figure 2-2 - Example distribution of dose for a single 8X12 bolt plate 

2.2 Reliability Analysis 

Reliability analysis is extensively described in [9]. The Weibull cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) is employed within this analysis. The Weibull CDF is dependent upon time, scale, and 
shape. The scale, denoted as ii. herein, indicates the effective or characteristic life and is based on 
environment. The shape, indicated as k herein, indicates failure rate and is based on failure 
mechanism. The Weibull CDF takes the form: 

F=l-e-(~)k 



Where: 
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e =natural number= 2.72 

F =Weibull CDF 

A= scale factor (also known as Weibull characteristic life) 

k = shape factor 
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A typical example of the appearance of a Weibull CDF is plotted in Figure 2-3. The shape factor 
was determined through evaluation of laboratory and operating experience data. The scale factor 
was calculated based on the relevant operating experience data. The scale factor accounted for 
the effects of changing stress and accumulating dose. The schematic representation in Figure 2-3 
demonstrates how the stress affects the Weibull scale factor-increases in stress result in 
decreases of the scale factor. In other words, higher applied stress results in bolts that accumulate 
damage more quickly and more likely to fail earlier. 

Irradiated Type 316 SS 
Bolt Prediction Curves 
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Figure 2-3 - Schematic example depiction of how changes in applied stress affect the Weibull scale 
factor 

2. 3 Monte Carlo Method 

The Monte Carlo Method is based on repeated random sampling to arrive at an approximate 
computational result. It is useful in cases where a fully deterministic analysis would either be too 
difficult to obtain or is not possible due to a probabilistic process. The latter case is true for the 
stochastic nature of IASCC initiation in BFBs. Using the absolute and probabilistic inputs, 
Weibull reliability analysis can provide a likelihood of failure at a given bolt location and for a 
given time step. This likelihood of failure is affected by the accumulation of damage due to 
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inputs such as irradiation effects, applied stress, and time. The failure of a bolt in an adjacent 
location can have a dramatic effect on the stress on the bolt of interest and a resulting strong 
effect on the damage accumulation. Monte Carlo analysis allows the exploration of the many 
possible bolt failure pattern histories and shows the likely pattern development over time. The 
analysis also accounts for the uncertainty introduced by the input data and the model formulation . 

2.4 Significant Assumptions and Simplifications 

The predictive methodology applied to obtain the results presented in this document was 
conducted with some assumptions and simplifications due to the complexity of the system being 
modeled and the overall level of knowledge available for degradation of BFBs. Plant-specific 
results will vary from those presented here, since representative generalizations were used for a 
number of the input parameters. The following list contains some of the key assumptions and 
simplifications used: 

• Simplified treatment of stress relaxation - stress relaxation of the preload originally applied 
to the BFBs was assumed to be fully relaxed for the full analysis, allowing the active loads 
from differential pressure to act on the bolts 

• Dose rate assumption - A single representative dose rate was assumed for all three plant 
types (2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop) though the dose level was varied from bolt to bolt as 
shown in Figure 2-2 

• Small cluster effects only - long-range stress redistribution due to large clusters was not 
explicitly presented in November 2016 but has been incorporated in more recent results (see 
the Results and Discussion) 

• Simplified assembly representation - used a single large plate for all three sets of inputs to 
allow a simplified evaluation-key input parameters such as differential pressure, bolt 
spacing, and bolt design were representative of the three plant designs 

3 Results and Discussion 

Sample results from BFB predictive evaluations for 4-Loop, 3-Loop, and 2-Loop Westinghouse 
downflow plant designs are shown in Figure 3-1 , Figure 3-2, and Figure 3-3. Each of these plots 
shows a selection of the predictive evaluation runs conducted for that particular case. These 
demonstrate the range of behavior that can occur and provide a feel for the uncertainty involved 
in the run results. The curves are not smooth because of the discrete nature of the bolt failure 
histories being plotted. Each step upward on the curves represents a new failure of one or more 
bolt locations. 

The average results from each of these cases are plotted in Figure 3-4. This figure, along with 
Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-3, was presented at the November 2016 EPRI TAC meeting. 
However, it should be noted that the preliminary results presented at that meeting have been 
adjusted somewhat to better match the BFB operating experience, both the existing data and the 
newest observations. The results show a clear difference between 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop 
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downflow plant designs. The predictive methodology was able to differentiate between the 
expected results for the three designs using the differences in parameter inputs, including the 
number and layout of bolts in the assembly, the head-to-shank stress concentration factors , and 
the designed differential pressure across the baffle plates. All three of these cases used the same 
set of Weibull parameters derived from the IASCC laboratory data and BFB operating 
experience. At 30 to 35 EFPY, the 2-Loop and 3-Loop results only reached approximately 5 to 
10 percent failed bolts. At around this level, the 4-Loop results showed some acceleration in the 
rate of bolt failures . This is due to the formation of bolt clusters and the resultant increase in 
stress and decrease in the Weibull characteristic life. 

The 2-Loop and 4-Loop results in Figure 3-4 match the observed field UT results fairly well, 
while the 3-Loop downflow plant results in this initial analysis appear to be slightly over
predicted in comparison to the operating experience. The relative placement of the predicted 
results while using the same input parameters demonstrates that the consideration of stress in this 
methodology was effective in predicting differences between these three plant types. 

It should be noted that the preliminary results for the 4-Loop downflow plants presented in 
November 2016 (as seen in the attached presentation) under-predicted the 4-Loop operating 
experience. This was explained by noting that the modeling at that time only accounted for small 
clusters of failed bolts. The adjustments to the Weibull parameters for the plots in Figure 3-4 
improve on this greatly. However, further adjustments to the predictive methodology that have 
been completed since the November 2016 presentation have incorporated longer-range effects in 
order to address large clusters. These updated results show the potential for acceleration in the 
failure behavior beyond approximately 20 percent failure fraction. 

The sample predictions for three different inspection cases in a 2-Loop downflow plant were 
presented at the November 2016 meeting. These cases were for inspection results showing 1 
percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent failed BFB population. These plots were also updated from the 
preliminary results presented in November to use the revised parameters. The results are shown 
in Figure 3-5, Figure 3-6, and Figure 3-7 for 1 percent, 5 percent, and 10 percent observed 
failures , respectively. A goal of any acceptance criteria for the BFBs should be to prevent the 
onset of clustering. In Figure 3-4, the acceleration in BFB failures is predicted to occur after 
about 10 percent failure fraction. Thus, for a case where 1 percent of the BFBs have indications 
(Figure 3-5), the plant evaluated here is expected to be acceptable to operate for another 10 years 
before the next inspection. For an observed case of 5 percent of the BFBs with indications 
(Figure 3-6), the full 10 year re-inspection cycle from MRP-227 [6, 7] may no longer be 
acceptable and further action would be required. For the case where 10 percent of the BFBs have 
indications (Figure 3-7), the plant will require actions even sooner. These three cases 
demonstrate that the number of failures impacts the rate of clustering and further failures. This is 
due to the fact that having a higher number of failures or a larger cluster of failures results in 
more rapid damage accumulation on the adjacent bolts and increasing the susceptibility to further 
degradation. 
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Figure 3-1 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 4-Loop downflow plant 
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Figure 3-2 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 3-Loop downflow plant 
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Figure 3-3 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 2-Loop downflow plant 
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Figure 3-4 -Average results from the predictions for 2-Loop, 3-Loop, and 4-Loop downflow plants 
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Figure 3-5 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 2-Loop downflow plant with 1 percent 
assumed failures at 35 EFPY 
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Figure 3-6 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 2-Loop downflow plant with 5 percent 
assumed failures at 35 EFPY 
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Figure 3-7 - Sample set of results from a prediction for a 2-Loop downflow plant with 10 percent 
assumed failures at 35 EFPY 
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Prior to drawing conclusions, the limitations of this analysis must be recognized. The results 
presented at the November 2016 meeting and summarized here are preliminary and are provided 
for information only. This includes results presented from the updates and improvements to the 
predictive evaluation that were completed after the November meeting. The inputs used and the 
context of the evaluation were only representative and may not have bounded or addressed all 
possible inputs or assumptions. Due to the extremely large range of possible failure scenarios 
when considering both the number and location of potentially degraded bolts, a plant-specific 
analysis may be needed before application at a particular plant. This becomes more likely as the 
number of degraded bolts increases. 

As noted in the previous section, the goal of any acceptance criteria developed for BFBs after the 
most recent OE must account for the possibility of acceleration in the failure rate due to bolt 
clustering. The criteria should be kept below the fraction of bolts where that acceleration is likely 
to occur. The results presented here indicate that this occurs around 10 percent overall fraction 
failed. The following recommendations can be made based on the preliminary analysis 
summarized in this report: 

• Initial Inspection Recommendation: 

o 4-Loop downflow: Initial inspection is already required by completion of next 
refueling outage per NSAL-16-1 [ 1] , per analysis this should have occurred by 
approximately 20 EFPY 

o 3-Loop downflow: Initial inspection per the MRP-227-A and Revision 1 guidance 
between 25 and 35 EFPY appears to be adequate 

o 2-Loop downflow: Initial inspection per the MRP-227-A and Revision guidance may 
not be adequate, per analysis this should occur by approximately 30 EFPY 

• Re-inspection Interval recommendations 

o Observation of 1 percent or less bolt failures with a volumetric inspection is expected 
to support operation for another 10 years before re-inspection (per MRP-227-A and 
Revision 1) 

o Observation of 5 percent or more bolt failures with a volumetric inspection will not 
support operation for another 10 years before re-inspection (further actions are 
required) 
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Phenomenological Approach to Explain Bolt Failures Observed 
in Cook 2, Indian Point 2, and Salem 1 

• Laboratory exams of failed bolts determined initiating cause 
to be irradiation-assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) 

• Westinghouse has tools for estimating relevant input 
parameters such as bolt stress, temperature, dose, and 
gamma heating 

• Require a methodology that links probability of bolt failure to 
relevant input parameters 

• Westinghouse approach combines existing analytical tools 
with statistical description of IASCC initiation to create a 
probabilistic prediction of baffle bolt failure distributions 

8 Westinghouse 

Phenomenological approach required to predict 
bolt response outside current experience base 

2 



• Ability to predict bolt failure patterns 

• Consistent with observed bolt failure mechanisms 

• Statistically based to account for stochastic character of IASCC initiation 

• Differentiation based on key variables: stress, dpa, age, temperature, 
plant design, bolt design, bolt material ... 

• Compatible with existing analysis tools e.g., ABPA, Neutronics, MRP . 
aging ... 

• Capability to analyze bolt replacement 

@ Westinghouse 
3 

Em irical models are not suitable for 
prediction because they are limited 

to range of variables included in 
correlation. 



Predictive approach considers the dynamic and inter
dependent interactions between: 

- BFB stresses verified by finite element analysis 
• Stress re-distribution within realistic baffle-former assemblies 
• Knowledge of acceptable vs. unacceptable bolting patterns 

- Weibull parameters validated by lab test results and OE 
• Lab Data-Weibull shape factor and scale dependence on stress 
• OE-Weibull shape and tuning tab-based scale parameters 

- Dose effects on Irradiation Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking 

... to determine a probability of BFB failure 

@westinghouse 
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Fluence Model 
M f dpa • aps o dpa rate at each bolt location 

Structural Model 
• Primary Stresses (Pressure and weight) 
• Secondary Stresses (Thermal and pre-stress) ABPA 
• Stress Redistribution stress 

Bolt Failure Model 
Irradiated Type 316 SS 

• Probability that bolt will fail in time increment ~t 
Bolt Predict ion curves 

•• 
• Failure rate= f(cr, <f>t, Temp., Age, material, design) .. 

~· 

• Stress Redistribution ., 

@ Westinghouse 
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Analysis & Results 
Comparison between 2-, 3-, and 4-Loop Plants 
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Analysis & Results 
Comparison between 2-, 3-, and 4-Loop Plants 
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Analysis & Results 
Comparison between 2-, 3-, and 4-Loop Plants 
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Comparison of 2-, 3-, and 4-Loop Plants 
Representative Mean Curves 
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Comparison of 2-, 3-, and 4-Loop Plants 
Representative Mean Curves 
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• Goal of inspection plan should be to identify failures prior to 
onset of clustering (approximately 5°/o failures) 

• NSAL-16-01 Recommendations Validated 
- Tier 1: 

Accelerated inspection of 4-Loop downflow plants 
- Tier 2: 

Evaluation of inspection findings in 2- and 3-Loop downflow 
plants for evidence of clustering 

- Tier 3: 
Evaluation of 4-loop plants operated in downflow >20 years 

- Other plants: 
Follow general recommendations, which include maintaining 
the MRP-227-A schedule 

@Westinghouse 
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Tier 2 
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Plant 
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Decision Tree Approach 
Presented at September 12, 2016 BFB Focus Group Meeting 
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2-Loop Plant 
10% Indications at 35 EF·PY 
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Bolt Replacement Eliminates High Stresses near 
Large Clusters of Failed Bolts 

former 2 

As Installed 

Recent OE indicates that leaving 
clusters of failed bolts in place 
may cause additional failures. 
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• Increased inspection frequency 
- Base re-inspection schedule on projection of failure rate and 

potential for additional clustering 
- Using 10-yr inspection frequency will not always be possible 

• Increased Monitoring 
- Implement tools like neutron noise monitoring 
- Requires evaluation of tools and limitations 

• Bolt replacement 
- Reduce stress on adjacent bolts 
- Eliminate clusters that could initiate additional failures 
- Provide "anti-cluster" bolts to retard cluster formation 

• Upflow conversion 

@ Westinghouse 
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• Westinghouse predictive approach has the following capabilities: 
- Differentiate between 2, 3, and 4 loop plants based on key design 

characteristics 
- Provide variance within the range of observed OE for 2-Loop plants 
- Enforce inspection results and replaced bolts, if applicable, and 

predict into the future from there 

• Westinghouse methodology is based on a mechanistic 
understanding allowing verified and validated use of: 
- Finite element analysis of the baffle-former assembly 
- Operating experience from PWRs 
- Laboratory test results of IASCC 

@Westinghouse 
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Part 2-AREVA NP Summary 



Mr. Kyle J. Amberge 
Senior Nuclear Project Manager 
Materials Reliability Program 
Electric Power Research Institute, Inc. 
3420 Hillview Avenue 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 

January 10, 2017 
AREVA-17-00147 

A 
AREVA 

Subject: Transmittal of Summary of Baffle Former Bolt Probabilistic Structural 
Analysis 

Reference: EPRI Project Agreement MA 10006661 , "Evaluation of MRP-227 Baffle Former 
Bolt Probabilistic Analysis Tool" 

Dear Mr. Amberge: 

This letter provides EPRI and the Baffle Former Bolt (BFB) Focus Group a generic assessment 
of initial examination timing and re-examination interval for representative examples of Tier 2, 3, 
and 4 BFB designs, as described in NSAL 16-1, Revision 1. This work was presented to the 
MRP in San Antonio, TX in November 2016, and is summarized herein in fulfillment of the 
referenced Project Agreement MA 10006661 . 

This assessment uses AREVA's probabilistic bolt structural analysis method, which integrates 
uncertainties in NDE detection capability, bolt failure rate, and bolt failure location to assess the 
likelihood of maintaining a BFB configuration within design basis. Initial BFB inspection and re
examination intervals are selected to preserve a 95% confidence of maintaining design basis, 
using bounding degradation models and a range of design basis requirements to represent 
domestic Westinghouse plant designs. 

Based on this analysis, AREVA recommends the following text for Table 4-3 of MRP-227 to 
define the timing for the initial , baseline exam for Tier 2, 3, and 4 BFB designs: 

"Baseline volumetric (UT) examination before 30 EFPY, with subsequent examination on 
a ten-year interval." 

AREVA does not propose a maximum allowable fai lure percentage associated with the ten-year 
re-examination interval in Table 4-3 of MRP-227. Any relevant indications from the baseline 
exam will require disposition and determination of a re-examination interval in accordance with 
Section 6 of MRP-227-A, or WCAP-17096-NP-A. 

AREVA INC. 

331 5 Old Forest Road, Lynchburg. VA 24501 
Tel.: 434 832 3000 - www.areva.c.om 

22709VA-4 (01/2412014) 



A 
.AREVA 

Based on AREVA's analysis described in this letter, a 10-year re-examination interval may be 
generically justified for up to 3% UT indications. Plant specific results will vary. This result is 
based on the added technical rigor in AREVA's probabilistic structural analysis method, relative 
to the current methodology in WCAP-17096-NP-A. 

Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to contact me at 434-832-
2763 or Tammy.Natour@areva.com. 

Thank you for the opportunity to continue to support the MRP program. 

AREVA INC. 

331 ~ Old Forest Road, Lynchburg VA 24501 
Tel. : 434 832 3000 - www.arevac.om 

Sincerely, 

Tammy Natour 
Project Manager 
18 Products and Engineering 
AREVA Inc. 

22709VA-4 (0112412014) 



Attachment 1: Summary of AREVA Probabilistic Structural Analysis 

ANALYSIS OVERVIEW 

AREVA's probabilistic structural analysis is summarized in Figure 1. Bolt replacements are not credited 

in this analysis. 

Plant Specific Bolt 
Probabilistic 
Bolt Failure 

NOE Results Replacements 
Model 

I I 
,., 

Probabilistic Design 
Basis 

Analysis 

Likelihood of 
Maintaining Design 
Basis in the Future 

Figure 1: Information Flow in AREVA's Probabilistic Bolt Structural Analysis 

Probabilistic Degradation Model 

This analysis is performed with an empirical bolt failure model accounting for uncertainty in failure rate 

with respect to time, and failure rate with respect to location . 

The BFB failure rate as a function of time is described with a Weibull distribution with an industry 

bounding Weibull shape parameter, and Weibull characteristic time indexed to plant-specific inspection 

results. The BFB failure rate as a function of location (spatial bias model) is parametrically described by 

variations in azimuthal neutron fluence, differential baffle plate pressure, and differential thermal 

expansion between the baffle plate and core barrel cylinder. This spatial bias model is based on industry 

operating experience, excluding baffle plates where degradation beyond design basis has already 

occurred. 
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Probabilistic Structural Analysis 

The probabilistic analysis is performed as follows: 

1) Define the as-found condition (UT indications, Visual Indications) of BFBs at the time of 

inspection. 

2) Enter Monte Carlo Simulation 

a. Define additional failed bolts missed by the UT technique, but present at time of 

inspection. The location of the failed bolts missed by UT is sampled from the spatial bias 

model. 

b. Simulate additional quantity of bolt failures occurring in future, accord to Weibull 

distribution. The location of the future failures is sampled from the spatial bias model. 

c. Perform design basis structural analysis of each baffle plate in the bolt pattern, w ith 

rules qualified per FEA as an efficient, appropriate surrogate for FEA. Record result of 

bolt pattern as passed or failed. 

3) Repeat Step 2 many times, to determine the probability of maintaining design basis as a 

function of time, as shown in Figure 2 

Percentage of 
patterns that 

pass the 
bolt spacing 

rules 

100% 

95% 

90% 

85% 

80% 

75% 

70% 

65% 

60% 

Bolt Failure Percentage 

- Rule 1 

- Rule 2 

- Rule3 

- All 
Rules 

Figure 2: Probability of Maintaining Design Basis as Function of Bolt Failure Percentage (Time) 

RESULTS 

The following limitations are associated w ith these results: 

1) The probabilistic design basis analysis rules have not been qualified with FEA for all of the 

example reactor designs. 

2) The following calculation results have not been completed in accordance with a 10 CFR 

Appendix B QA program and are For Information Only. 
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Initial Inspection 

Recommendations for initial inspection timing are based on maximum observed degradation in Tier 2, 3, 

and 4 units, which have been controlled by 2 loop downflow units. In 2 loop downflow plants, significant 

failures have occurred at former elevations with low differential pressures (see page 7) . Thus, further 

investigation may be necessary to preclude potential for similar degradation at Tier 3 (converted 

upflow) and Tier 4 (upflow) designs. 

The EFPY for initial inspection is presented for a range of design basis requirements, where the number 

of assumed BFBs required is shown in parenthesis. The EFPY shown provides 95% confidence of finding 

a bolting pattern within design basis at the initial examination, based on Monte Carlo simulation of 

100,000's of design basis structural analyses. 

Initial Exam 

4 loop Upflow (20"/o) 35.2 

3 loop Downflow (50%) 30.0 

3 loop Upflow (20%) 32.4 

2 loop Downflow (50%) 29.4 

2 loop Upflow (20"/o) 
I 

29.4 

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
EFPY 

Re-examination Interval 

The re-examination interval is presented in EFPY for a range of design basis requirements, and range of 

UT indication percentages, assuming the UT technique has an 80% probability of detection. The EFPY 

shown provides 95% confidence of finding a bolting pattern within design basis at the end of the re

examination interval, based on Monte Carlo simulation of 100,000's of design basis structural analyses. 

Plant specific results (based on as-found UT indication locations) will vary. 

Re-examination Interval 

> 
10.0 

CL. 
~2 loop Upflow (20%) 

.... .... 
8.0 

ii 
> ... - 2 loop Downflow (50%) 
Cl> 

6.0 .. 
= c 
0 

·.;::; 4.0 
-.--3 loop Upflow (20%) 

"' c ·e 
2.0 "' )( 

-3 loop Downflow (50%} 
Cl> 
Qi 
a: 0.0 

0% 5% 10% 15% 203 - 4 loop Upflow (20%) 

UT Indications 
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Attachment 2: "Probabilistic Analysis of BFB Degradation against Design Basis" 

Probabilistic Analysis of BFB 
Degradation against Design Basis 

Considerations for Initial Exam 
Timing and Re-examination 

Greg Troyer 
November 14, 2016 

Intervals of BFBs 

A 
AREVA 
forward-looking energy 

The Pressing Questions ... 

Re-examination 
Interval 

Initial Exam 
Timing 

Presentation Purpose: 

Asked 

"What is the risk of not meeting my design 
basis , given the degradation observed at my 
plant?" 

"What is the risk of not meeting my design 
basis , given the degradation observed in the 
industry?" 

> Answer these questions, using AREVA's probabilistic 
structural analysis method. 

> Provide Insight to recommendations for initial exam timing and 
re-examination Intervals In MRP-227 

> The line between MRP-227 and WCAP-17096 is blurry. .. A 
AREVA 

Probabilistic Structural Anolysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 
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approacti 
integrates 

to enable 
risk

informed 
decisions 

about 

>> 

Probabilistic Analysis 
of Bolted Connections 

• As-found conditions 
• NOE uncertainty 
• Future bolt failure 

uncertainty 
• Design basis 

I• Re-examination 
interval 

• Replacement bolt 
patterns 

• Managing enterprise 
risk 

Plant Specific 
NOE Results 

I 

Bolt 
Replacements 

I 
i 

Probabilistic Design 
Basis 

Analysis 

l 
Likelihood of 

Maintaining Design 
Basis in the Future 

Approach used for NRC Submittals 
for B&W Inaccessible Bolts 

Probabilistic Structural Ana lysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Resu lts are For Information Only 

Plant Spec ific 
NOE Results 

Probabilistic Analysis 
of Bolted Connections 

Probabilistic Design 
Basis 

Analysis 

Likelihood of 
Maintaining Design 
Basis in the Future 

Probabilistic 
Bolt Failure 

Modal 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Probabilistic 
Bolt Failure 

Model 

I 

A 
AR EVA 

A 
AREVA 
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Probabilistic Model Features 

~ Comprehensive 
• Accounts for uncertainty in as-found condit ion, due to a less than 100% 

POD from NOE 

• Accounts for uncertainty in rate of future failures and location of future 
failures . 

~ Empirical 

• Calibrated to both industry and plant specific operating experience. 

• Doesn't rely on extrapolating laboratory data over orders of magnitude 

+ Uncertainty in operating experience is directly sampled when exercising 
the model 

• Efficient 
+ Simulations of 1 O,OOO's of failure patterns per minute 

AREVA 
Probabilistic Structural Analysis or BFB Inspection Timing - November 14 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Empirical Failure Model Form 

Failure Rate as Function of Time 
(Weibull Distribution) 

• "Acceleration" Factor from 
Industry OE, indexed to plant 
specific NOE results 

- Bounding 

Conservative 

- Best Estimate 
BFB Bolt 

Failure • NOE Results 
Percentage 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Time, EFPY 

Failure Rate as Function of Location 
(Spatial Blas Model) 

Disperses the quantity of fail ures 
throughout all BFB locations 

Distributed Function - sampled once 
for every simulation trial 

A 
AREVA 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis or BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only ----
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4 Loop Downflow OE 
~ 1/Sth Symmetry UT Map 

• 3 domestic units 

Spatial Bias Model 

2 Loop Downflow OE 
~ 1/Sth Symmetry Failure Map 

• 2 domestic units 

• excluding UT results from baffle 
plates beyond design basis 

• similar results from 4 additional 
units 

~ Spatial Bias is well described 
by physical variables 

~ Spatial bias makes less sense 

• Significant bias toward failures at 
low differential pressure • differential pressure, 

+ differential thermal expansion, 

• azimuthal fluence vatiation 

• Unexplained bias toward short 
plate on major axis 

• This bias conservatively controls the 
results of this analysis A 

Proba bilistic Structura l Ana lysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are for Information Only 

Plant Specific 
NOE Results 

Probabilistic Analysis 
of Bolted Connections 

Probabiristic Design 
Basis 

Analysis 

Likelihood of 
Maintaining Design 
Basis in the Future 

Probabilistic 
Bolt Failure 

Model 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

AREVA 

AREVA 
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Design Basis Analysis -
Deterministic 

II> Design basis analysis ensures 
bolt stress, baffle plate 
displacement, fuel integrity 
limits are met. 

ll> Inspection time must ensure 
design basis is met at the time 
of inspection 

.,.. Design basis must be 
protected with statistical 
confidence against uncertainty 
from 

+ NOE technique 
(incomplete coverage, false 
calls) 

+ Future bolt failures 
(failure rate, failure location) 

Structural analysis of Most Likely Failure 
Pattern does not provide confidence that 

design basis is maintained 

It is impossible to characterize statistical 
confidence without design basis analysis of 

many future fa ilure patterns 

' ' Probabilistic analysis of uncertainty in BFB degradation 
11 without probabilistic structural analysis is incomplete A 

AREVA 
Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Design Basis Analysis -
Probabilistic 

._ FE analysis of one BFB failure 
pattern takes days. 

• Impossible to evaluate enough patterns 
to characterize uncertainty of BFB 
degradation 

• Impossible to evaluate alternate 
replacement bolt patterns to identify 
the optimum replacement pattern 

._ Solution : Use simple rules (e.g., 
bolt spacing, quantity) as efficient 
surrogate for detailed analysis 

+ (See example of rules next 3 slides) 

Postulate 
Rules 

Add Remove 
Restrictions Restrictions 

Evaluate Patterns with 
Detailed FE Analysis 

+ Qualify the rules with deterministic FEA --- --------... 

• AREVA's approach for 
Probabilistic Structural Analysis 
is patent protected 

Rules 
unacceptable? 

Rules 
acceptable? 

>> AREVA has successfully used this approach for B& W 
and Westinghouse bolting configurations 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

A 
AREVA 
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Pattern Filtering Rules 

.. Pattern Filtering Rules Plate 

+ used to determine if future failure 
pattern is acceptable 

Column 1 2 l " 6 7 e 9 10 11 12 13 

+ based on bolt quantity and 
bolt spacing 

+ Future failure pattern considers 
NOE results, uncertainty from 
POD, bolt replacements, and 
uncertainty in future degradation 

• Rules evaluate integrity of individual 
structural members 

+ Each plate is a unique analysis 

..,. Result: Probability of 
Acceptable Bolt Pattern 

+ based on hundreds of thousands 
of forward looking scenarios 

Fonner H 

G 

D 

c 
B 

A 

c ' 
0 0 

, c 

I I 

Rule 1= Pass 

Rule 2 = Pass 

Rule N = Pass 

! 

I ' 

Pattern= 

Random Pattern i 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

' 

' ' 
c ' 

' c I 

Pass 

Pattern Filtering Rules 

.. Pattern Filtering Rules Plate 

. 

A 
AREVA 

+ used to determine if future failure 
pattern is acceptable 

Column 1 2 i o 6 7 ! 10 11 12 13 

+ based on bolt quantity and 
bolt spacing 

+ Future failure pattern considers 
NOE results , uncertainty from 
POD, bolt replacements, and 
uncertainty in future degradation 

• Rules evaluate integrity of individual 
structural members 

+ Each plate is a unique analysis 

..,. Result: Probability of 
Acceptable Bolt Pattern 

+ based on hundreds of thousands 
of forward looking scenarios 

Fonner H • o 

G 

D 

c 
B 

A 

Rule 1 = Pass 

Rule 2 = Fail 

Rule N = Pass 

? ' 

oattem = Fail 

Random Pattern i+1 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- l~ovember 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

A 
AREVA 
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Pattern Filtering Rules 

.,. Pattern Filtering Rules 

• used to determine if future failure 
pattern is acceptable 

• based on bolt quantity and 
bolt spacing 

• Future failure pattern considers 
NOE results, uncertainty from 
POD, bolt replacements, and 
uncertainty in future degradation 

,.. Rules evaluate integrity of individual 
structural members 

• Each plate is a unique analysis 

..,. Result : Probability of 
Acceptable Bolt Pattern 

• based on hundreds of thousands 
of forward looking scenarios 

Plate 

Column i 2 i 4 

Former H 

G 

D 

c 
B 

A 

Rul e 1 = Pass 

Rule 2 = Pass 

6 7 8 s 10 11 12 13 

' ' ' 

I I 

I t I I T 

I (• I I ' a 

Rul e N = Pass Pattern= Pass 

Random Pattern i+2 

AREVA 
Probabil istic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Simulation Framework 

• Plant Specific UT Results 
• Design Basis Bolt Pattern Filtering Rules 

Replacement Bolt Pattern (if applicable) 

• Project locations of missed NOE calls 
• Project locations of future bolt failures 
• Evaluate each failure pattern against Design Basis 

• Probability of Maintaining Design Basis as a Function of Time 
• Exam time (initial, or re-examination) is selected to ensure Design 

Basis is maintained at desired confidence level, at the time of exam 

AREVA 
Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Resu lts are For Information On ly 
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Integrated Analysis of Future 
Degradation Against Design Basis 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis Degradation Rate Uncertainty 

100% 

95% 

90% 

Percentage of SS% 
patterns that 

pass the 8006 

bolt spacing JS% 
rules 

70% 

65% 

60% 

Bolt Failure Percentage 

- Rul•l 

- Ru1•2 

- Rul•3 

-All 
Rul~s 

BFB IASCC 
Failure 

Percentage 

ID H ~ H ~ ~ ~ H ~ 

Time, EFPY 

- - - 959' C.onfidence 75% Confid,nce • NOE Resu lts 

- 95% Upper Bound Maximum 

Probabil istic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing- November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Plant Specific 
NOE Results 

Probabilistic Analysis 
of Bolted Connections 

Probabilistic Design 
Basis 

Analysis 

Likelihood of 
Maintaining Design 
Basis in the Future 

Probabilistic 
Bolt Failure 

Model 

A 
AREVA 
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• 

Parametric Analysis of Entire Fleet 

Design BFBs Required % of BFBs 
21oop 728 20% - Converted upflow (Point Beach 2) 

50% - Downflow (Schwirian) 
31oop 1088 20% - Upflow I Converted upflow (Farley 2) 

50% - Downflow (Sensitivity) 
41oop 832 20% - Upflow I Converted Upflow (Schwirian) 

50% - Downflow (Schwirian) 
75%- Downflow (Sensitivity) 

References 
• Inspection Results Information shared through BFB Focus Group 

+ BFB FG Database (BFB Data - Rev2-0ct10-2016.accdb) 

+ Schwirian, 2001 (The Baffle-Barrel-Bolting Analysis Program: Evolution and Technical 
Accomplishments) 

Tier 
Tier 3 
Tier 2 
Tier 3/4 
Tier 2 
Tier 3/4 
Tier 1 
Tier 1 

+ TR-114779 (Inspection and Replacement of Baffle to Former Bolts at Point Beach-2 and Ginna) 

+ ML003706451 (NRC I WOG I MRP Meeting on Reactor Internals Issues, April 2000) 

+ Forsyth, 1999 (Baffle Bolt Inspection and Replacement at Farley Unit #11 

• Forsyth, 2000 (Bame Bolt Inspection and Replacement at Farley Unit #2) 

A 
AREVA 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - Novembor 14 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis Cases 

• Two Main Questions: 
+ When should I do my first exam? 

+ When should I re-examine? 

• Base Case: (Most conservative) 

+ Failure rate based on bounding Tier 2/3/4 OE: 
10% UT indications@ 34 EFPY ----~ 

+ 80% POD (consistent with MRP-228) 

+ 95% confidence of acceptable bolt pattern 

• Sensitivity Cases: 

+ Spatial Bias Model 

+ POD 

+ Number of UT indications 

+ Confidence level of acceptable bolt pattern 

+ Assumed degradation rate 

7.S% 

"" 
o.°" 

10 

0 

• 
• 

• • • •• -20 30 

£FPY 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results a re for Information Only 

40 

• 2-doWfl 

• 1-up• 

• 3,d0Wt1 

] up• . OOolMtlC 

• 3up ·--
A 

AREVA 
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>> 

Base Case 

Initial Exam 
Input Parameters 

4 loop Upflow 12096) 35.2 

I 300 I 
.,r I I,.. 

29.4 

3 loop Oownftow t ~I 

3 loop Upflow (lmE ) 

2 loop Oownflow [SC>ii) 

2 loop Upl' lowf20*) 

UT tndicatf ans 10.0% 

EFPY 34 

POD so;; 
9S% Upper 

So1.11d 

Confide ~ce 953~ 

Spatial 61as 2 Loop Data 

20 2S 30 3S •s so Oesi &n Vath!S 

Re-examination Interval 
lOD 

it 
it 

BD 

• .t 6D 

c 
.l! •D 
~ 
~ 2D 

' /I_ OD 

"" "' '"" 15:.f. 

UT hdQtions 

-+- 2 loop Upf low \2056) 

_..., 2 loop Oownflow (50%) 

-3 1DOp Upf low{2~) 

Input Parameters 
UT indications Varies 

EFP Y 30 

POD 80% 
9S%Upp!r 

Sound 
-31oop0ownflow (Sos+) Confidence 

SpatiiiSi as 
SS% 

2 oop Cata 

Varies 
20,,. - • loop Upflow (20'6) Oesien 

Initial Exam as early as 29.4 EFPY 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

>> 

4 Loop Spatial Bias Model 

Initial Exam 
Input Parame~~ 

.a loop Upllow 120Siil 42. UT Indications 10.0% 
I EFPY 34 

3 loop Oownflow (50%) 35.2 
I POD __ 80% 

3 loop Upflow{2o;s) 8.7 95%Upper 
I 

Bound 2 loop Oownflow (SQM.) 37. 
Confidence __ 95% 

2 loop Upflow (20*) 39.6 Spat ial Sias 4loop Data 

20 2S 30 3S .. •s so Oes!en Varies 

Re-examination Interval 
lOD 

~ 
it 

1 
8.0 

.t 6D 

c 
.l! 4D 
! 
5 2D 

' "' OD 

"" s" 

-+-2 loop Upflow l20%) _Input Parameters 
UT Indications Varies 

....._ 2 loop Oownflow I So;f) y~ 30 
POD 80% 

...- 3 loop Upf low f20%1 95%Upper 

Sound 
- 3 loop Dow nflow {50%) Confide nt!' 95% 

Spat ial Sias 4loop Data 

lOIJi - 4 1oopUpf low (20'6) Desi1m Varies 

"'" "" UT t'ldicatioru 

Initial Exam as early as 35.2 EFPY 
(+5.8 EFPY) 

Probabilistic Structura l Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

A 
AREVA 
~~·ing~ 

A 
AREVA 
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Confidence Level of Structural Integrity 

>> 

•loop Upflow l209i) 

3 loop~ nflow (S<ni) 

3k>op Upf low f 209SJ 

2 loop Oownflow (509i.) 

2 loop Upflow [l Q.Ji) 

20 

Initial Exam 

I 

I 
I 

I 

25 30 

34.6 

' .2 

3 3 

35 
H OV 

39.9 

3 • 

•5 50 

~t Parame~rs 

UT Indications 10.0% 
EFPY 34 

POD 80% 

~onfJ de n ce 

~~tial Si!! 
Desi in 

9S% Upper 

Sound 

75% 

2Loop Data 

Varies 

Re-exam ination Interval 
100 

It 
ih 

8.0 

i 
? 60 

c 
.ll •o 
! 
! 20 

' d! 00 

"" 5 .. 

-t-2 loop Upf low(2~) 
Input Parameters 

UT Indications Varl t!:s 
.,.... 21oop C>ownflow( SOi') EFPY 30 

POD 80% 

_... 3 loop Upf low l 2<>*) 9S%Upper 

Sol.l'ld 

-3\oop Downflow(50%) Confidence 75% 

Si)ati;I 6i as 2Loop 021ra 

lOH -4 \oopUpf low{lO~I O~si en Varies 

"'" 1 5" 

UT t<id i:atlofU 

Initial Exam as early as 33.2 EFPY 
(+3.B EFPY) 

Probabilistic Structura l Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 

It 
ih 

i 
? 
c 
.ll 

! 
! 
; 
d! 

>> 

100 

8.0 

6.0 

•O 

20 

0.0 

°" 

Probability of Detection 

In it ial Exam 

1004 311 

I 
951' 313 

- 30.7 

29.4 

20 25 30 35 

Re-exam ination Interval 

"' '" 6n 8" 1"" 

UT lnd ic:ltioru 

• 5 50 

------
-e- 95% 

-100. 

In put Paramet.!_rs 

UT ~dications l .<2:.._0% 
EFPY 34 

POD 

f.~fulence 
Spat ial Bias 

Oesl1n 

Var ies 

9S% Upper 

Bound 
95%_ 

Zloop Data 

2 Loop, Down 

In put Parame.te.n 

UT In die a ti ens Varle.s 

;f'PV 30 
POD Varies 

95% Upper 

6ol.1"1d 

Confiden" 95% 

Spat ial Bi~ .3._Loop Dara 

Oesi R.n 2 Loop, Dow n 

Initial Exam as early as 31.3 EFPY at 95% POD 
(+1.9 EFPY) 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14, 2016 Results are For Information Only 
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• 2.5% at 34 EFPY 

• 7.5% a: 34 EFPY 

>> 

Degradation Rate 
Initial Exam 

Inpu t Parameters 
UT lndirations Varies 

EFPY 34 
POD 

95% 1.Jpper 
Bound 

Confidence 95" 
Spatial Bias 2 Loop Dara 

Desilin Varies 

J0.0% • 
#. 7.5" g 

8 c 5.0% -
~ .... • ::> 

5% at 34 EF PY 2.5" • 
• 10% a t 34 EFPY • .. .. & 

0.0% ... ... 
0 10 20 30 

HPY 

Initial Exam as early as 37.5 EFPY 
for 5% UT indications at 34 EFPY 

•2..00wn 

• 2-<ip• 

A 3--<town 

3-tip•, Oomeil!C 

• 3-up 

4-down 

40 

A 
AREVA 
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Conclusions 

• Based on available information .... 
+ ... initial exams should be completed prior to 30 EFPY 

• to ensure 95% probability of maintaining design basis . 

.. . a 10-year re-examination interval is difficult to justify generically for 
meaningful levels (>3% UT indications) of degradation 

• Plant specific NOE results may justify 10 year re-examination intervals for greater 
levels of degradation 

..,. Recommended Textfor MRP-227 Table 4-3: 
+ Baseline volumetric (UT) examination by~ 30 EFPY, with subsequent 

examination on a ten-year interval if UT indications are less than 3%. 

+ Concern: The added text blurs the line between WCAP-17096 (Acceptance 
Criteria and Requirements) and MRP-227 Expansion criteria (Table 5-1 ). 

• The basis for re-examination interval belongs in WCAP-17096. 

Probabilistic Structural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing - November 14 2016 Results are For Information Onlv 

~11101.Jou~ 
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Recommendations 

..,. As industry leaders: 

+ Pursue standardized industry framework for dealing with uncertainty 

• timing and quantity of inspections 

• timing and quantity of replacements 

• Suggest looking to succe.ssful EPRI SGMP regulatory posture as candidate 
standardized industry framework 

• Pursue industry consensus on bolt failure model(s) 

JIJ>- As technical leaders: 

+ We must understand differences between 2 loop and 4 loop bolt failure 
locations 

• Is the 2-loop bias toward the short plate on the major axis present in Tier 2/3/4 plants? 

• Does this bias reflect a concern for e)(pansion items? 

+ We must understand the acceptable probability of failing to meet our 
design basis in traditional, PRA terms (Core Damage Frequency, Large 
Early Release Frequency) 

A 
AREVA 

Probabilistic Strucrural Analysis of BFB Inspection Timing -November 14 2016 Results are For Information Only 

Re
examination 

Interval 

Initial Exam 
11ming 

The Pressing Questions ... 

"What is the risk of not meeting my 
design basis, given the degradation 
observed at my plant?" 

Answered 

Bolt 
Failure % 

95% confidence of 

"What is the risk of not meeting my 
design basis, given the degradation 
observed in the industry?" 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

Time, EFPY 
- Bounding 
- Best Estimate 

Probabilistic Degradation Models + 
Probabilistic Design Basis Analysis 

1 OOo/o 
of the picture 

Caiservative 
+ NDE Results 

A 
AREVA 
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Part 3 - Structural Integrity Associates Summary 



S} Structural Integrity Associates, lnc.18 

January 31 , 2017 
Report No_ 1600476-401RO 
Quality Program: D Nuclear [81 Commercial 

Mr. Kyle Amberge 
Electric Power Research Institute 
3420 Hillview Ave. 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 

Subject: Summary of Baffle Former Bolt Prediction Models 

Dear Kyle: 

5215 Hellyer Ave. 
Suite 210 
San Jose, CA 95138-1025 
Phone: 408-978-8200 
Fax: 408-978-8964 
www.structint.com 
clohse@structint.com 

This letter report provides a summary of the baffle former bolt (BFB) failure prediction study 
that was completed for the EPRI MRP meeting held in November 2016. SI previously 
developed a baffle bolt failure prediction model [1]. SI was asked to use this prediction model to 
evaluate various different plant designs and provide a technical basis to the updates to Table 4-3 
ofMRP-227 [2]. Si's presentation from the November 2016 EPRI MRP meeting is contained in 
Attachment 1 of this letter report. 

Background 

Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) has been identified as the primary 
mechanism for cracking in baffle-former bolts. Predictions ofIASCC initiation and cracking 
depend on a number of key factors including neutron irradiation dose and applied stress. The SI 
BFB prediction methodology relies heavily on the PWR internals functionality study as input for 
a generic Westinghouse design plant from MRP-230 [3] , and that detail was modified for these 
analyses to represent the various Westinghouse plant designs. The BFB prediction model takes 
into account the measured test data from constant load tests conducted on austenitic stainless 
steel alloy materials. MRP-211 [4] provides IASCC initiation data on various irradiated bolting 
materials in the form ofIASCC initiation stress as a function of irradiation dose (see Figure 1). 
The stress level is plotted as percent of irradiated yield strength, and the dashed line in Figure 1 
is considered to be a threshold, below which IASCC will not occur. Rather than use this line as a 
go/no-go gauge, SI estimated the probability of IASCC occurring at various stress levels. The 
data is fit to a Weibull distribution and the probability of failure is estimated for all the bolts in 
the core shroud assembly. This distribution is used with representative plant stress and fluence 
inputs to determine failure rates (i.e., the number or % of failed bolts) for various different plant 
designs. Given that plants have operated differently due to various core designs, estimations of 
fluence are made for the various plant designs. The results of the predictive modeling are 
discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 1: IASCC Flaw Initiation Stress versus Dose - Constant Load Tests [ 4] 

Results of Prediction Modeling 

SI used the predictive model to evaluate various different plant configurations. The two main 
plant configurations evaluated were the 4-Loop downflow and 2-Loop downflow plants. 3-Loop 
downflow plants were discussed, however, no 3-Loop plant design trend curves were developed 
as there is very limited bolt UT indication data to benchmark the trend. 

The predictive model was used to develop various trend curves for the 4-Loop downflow plant 
configurations. The trend curves are shown in Figure 2. A base case is shown along with 
several variations considering a median, upper range and lower range considering the effects of 
clustering as has been observed recently in several 4-Loop downflow design plants. Each of 
these trend curves is evaluating a I/8th symmetry of the core shroud assembly. The actual data 
presented on the plot is octant data from actual plant inspection results . As can be seen from the 
predictive model, the trend curves do predict a general increasing failure trend with EFPY. Note 
that the model is unable to fully correlate to the extreme clustering that has been seen at D. C. 
Cook Unit 2 and Salem Unit 1. The model tends to break down as the clustering reaches levels 
above 40-50% in any octant. 

The model was also used to predict trend curves for the 2-Loop downflow plants. The trend 
curves for these plants are shown in Figure 3. Like the 4-Loop plants, these also evaluated one 
octant. Again, the model predicts baffle bolt failures, but the trend is not as severe as that of the 
4-Loop downflow plants. 
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Based on the results from the model, the 4-Loop downflow plants should have been inspected 
before the 25-35 EFPY range in MRP-227 [2]. Specifically, the initial baseline UT inspections 
should be performed somewhere between 15 and 20 EFPY. If no indications are found, then a 5 
year reinspection interval would be appropriate, but if there are indications on the order of 5-
10%, then a reinspection interval of 2 years is recommended. These intervals are based on not 
exceeding 10% bolt indications in one octant. 

Based on the results from the model, the 2-Loop downflow plants should have baseline UT 
inspections between 25 and 32 EFPY. If minimal BFB indications are detected(< 3%), then a 
reinspection interval of 7 years seems appropriate to remain at less than 10% of failed bolts 
within that time period. If some BFB indications are observed (5-10%), then the reinspection 
interval should not exceed 4 years . Again, these inspection intervals are based on not exceeding 
10% bolt indications in one octant. 

For 3-Loop downflow plants, there has been minimal operational indications to date. Even 
though no BFB cracking has been observed, this does not mean that these plants are unlikely to 
have IASCC degradation and cracking. So far, the operating experience suggests that the rate of 
indications in the 3-Loop downflow plants is lower than the 2-Loop and 4-Loop downflow 
plants. One interesting note is that the 3-Loop downflow plants look very similar to the French 
CPO plants. The CPO plants have seen significant bolt failures/indications early in life, even after 
upflow conversions. To date, the U.S. 3-Loop downflow plants have seen minimal indications. 
Due to the lack of UT data for the 3-Loop plants to date, it is recommended that they follow the 
same inspection recommendations as the 2-Loop downflow plants. 

The Westinghouse NSAL-16-1 , Rev. 1 [5] also covers the Tier 3 and 4 plants which are 3-Loop 
and 4-Loop upflow and converted upflow plants. To date, there is not a lot of operating 
experience for these plants as they are newer plants and have not been inspected per the MRP-
227 [2] guidelines yet. The most relevant plants with bolt failures/indications are the CPO plants. 
The initial examination target of 25-35 EFPY may still be appropriate for the Tier 3 and 4 plants. 
However, justifying a I 0-year reinspection interval is difficult without any operating experience 
data to justify the prediction model. Due to the lack of OE, these plants were conservatively 
grouped in with the 2-Loop downflow plants and assigned a 7 year reinspection interval if 
minimal bolt indications are detected and a 4 year reinspection interval if some BFB indications 
are observed ( 5-10% ). Table I provides the recommended initial inspection and reinspections 
for the various plant configurations. 
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Possible Updates for MRP-227, Table 4-3 

Table 1 provides recommendations for updating the MRP-227 inspection guidelines based on the 
failure prediction model. As seen in the table, if there were a one size fits all requirement, then 
the initial inspection should be moved earlier to be able to catch failed/cracked bolts in the Tier 1 
and Tier 2 plants. As the Westinghouse NSAL will catch all the Tier 1 plants, it may not be 
necessary to include them in the table. This would mean that the initial inspection may be 
appropriate 25-32 EFPY. In order to avoid 10% bolt indications, then a shortened reinspection 
interval of 7 years would be appropriate. 

Table 1: Recommended Inspection Intervals for Various Plant Configurations 

Initial Inspection Reinspection Reinspection 
Plant Design (EFPY) Interval (~ini01al Interval (5-10% 

No Later Than Indications) (Years) Indications) (Years) 
4-Loop-D (Tier 1) 20 5 2 

2/3-Loop-D (Tier 2) 32 7 4 
Upflow and 

Converted Upflow 35 7 4 
(Tier 3/4) 
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Baffle Bolt Cracking Sensitivity 
Studies and Trending 

Outline 

• SI IASCC Initiation Model for BFBs 
• Key Factors Considered for BFB Failures 
• Sensitivity Studies Evaluated 

- Plant Design 
- Stress Redistribution 
- Loss of Preload 

• Failure Trend curves 
• Thoughts 

• Future Actions 
• Condusions 
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Model Used for Sensitivity Studies 

• IASCC Initiation model - based on laboratory test results 

• Does not consider crack growth (IASCC or fatigue) 
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• Finite element models used to help differentiate between internals designs 

• Use finite element model to study effect of: 
- stress redfstributlon 

- Loss of preload 

Factors Contributing to BFB Failures 

• IASCC f nitlation is based on stress and fluence 
• Plant design differences 

- Upflow vs. Downflow - pressure differential adds stress to bolt 

- Bott length - Changes stress state in bolt 

• Operating differences 
- ftuence - toss of pretoad, lncreases bolt susceptlbltlty 
- Temperature - leads to hlghet susceptlblllty 
- Lithium - differences seen in testing 

• Combination of these effects lead to failures. They work in concert, so 
differentrating effect of each is difficult. 
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Areas Considered for Evaluation 

• Plant Design 
- Downftow differential pressure 
- Bolt Length differences 
- 2-loop vs, +loop 
- 3-loop 

• Stress Redistribution 
- How are adjacent bolts affected by failures? How does this lead to clustering? 

• Loss of preload 
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• Include these effects into the initiation model and run sensitivity analyses 

Effect of Plant Design 

• Upflow vs, Downflow 
- Pressure dlfferentlal between baffle plates arid 

core 
- Upflow pressure differential is hegligible 
- Downflow pressure differential varies from top 

(large differential) to bottom 

• Pressure differential has significant effect on 
how stresses redistribute onto adjacent bolts 

• Loss of preload can exacerbate this effect. 
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Effect of Bolt Design 

• Bolt Length 
- 4-Loop plants that have shown failures all have 

short bolts. S.hank Lengths are short. 
- 2-Loop plants With failures have shank lengths 

that are about twice as long as the 4-Loop plants 
- French CPO plants are. somewhere In between. 
- Other 4·Loop plant bolt lengths are much longer 

• Shorter bolt lengths are less flexible under 
plate shifts. Puts more stress on the bolt, 
Which leads to higher susceptibility to IASCC 

-l 

What Do We Know? What Don't We Know? 

• P~ant design Is correlated to rate of failure 
- 4-L.oop Downflow has seen high number of failed bolts 
- 2-Loop Downftow plants have seen fai lures at a reduced rate 
- 3-Loop Downftow plants have not seen the rate of failures of others 

• Elevated lithium in the lab shows an increase ln IASCC failure 
- Lab data obtained at 2 ppm. industry is operating above this level 

• 4-Loop Downflow plants have seen clustering 
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• Shorter bolt lengths are less flexible under plate shifts. Puts more stress on the 
bolt, which leads to higher susceptibility to IASCC 

• Other plant designs (upflow, converted upflow) appear to have lower failure 
rates, but we lack OE to confirm the theory 
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Effects of Bolt Preload 
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• Indian Point failures pornted to a large loss of preload in a significant number of 
bolts (both failed and intact) 
- Modeling shows tllat bolts with full preload do not see significant stress lnqeases due to 

pressure differential even with adjacent failures 
- As preload is reduced, pressure differential has much more of an effect on the bolt stresses 

• DC Cook replaced bolts may have experienced stress relaxation, contributing to 
their early failure 

• How does this loss of preload affect the replaced bolts? 
- Adjacent or'lglnal bolts have already experienced loss of preload 
- Are new bolts being overstressed 
- How long until the n.ew bolts stqrt to lose preload? 

4-Loop Plant Trend Curves 
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2•Loop Plant Trend Curves 
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Inspection Recommendations 

• 4-Loop Downflow plants 
- 1'1 exam should be performed 15 to 20 EFPY 
- If no failures found, relnspectlon lnlerval of no more than 5 years 
- If minimal failures found ( .... 5-10%), rernspectlon Interval of no more than 2 years 

• 2~Loop Downftow plants 
- 1'1 exam should be performed 25 to 32 EFPY 
- If no fa ilures found, reinspection interval of no more than 7 years 
- If minimal failures found ("'5~10%)1 reinspection interval of no more than 4 years 
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3-Loop Downflow Plants 

• 3-Loop Downflow plants 
- O.irrent OE shows that these plants are not experiencin,g failures at the same rate 
- This does not mean that the plants are not susceptible to IASCC failure 
- CPO plant design Is similar to the 3-Loop plant design 
- What makes these plants different? 

• With lack of information, would recommend that they follow the same 
inspection guidance for the 2-Loop Downflow plants 

• 3-L-0op Downflow plants 
- 1 exam should be performed 25 to 32 EFPY 
- If no failures found, relnspettlon Interval of no more than 7 years 
- If minimal failures found ( "'S-10%), ~Inspection lnt.er\lal at no mo'e ttian. 4 year!; 

other Configurations - Tier 3/4 

• Lack of OE for Tier 3 and 4 plants 
- Most applicable OE would be CPO plants or other international plants 
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.~• SI.I/If t.J 

- Based on design differences can assume they are no wor5e than 2-Loop Downf\ow plants 

• Initial examination window of 25 - 35 EFPY is probably appropriate 

• If there are no failures, is a 10 year reinspection window appropriate? 
- No current OE for these plants to help benchmark Interval 
- lf failure rate is no worse than CPO plants, then 10 years may be appropriate 
- Japanese model coulct also provide a rate which would snow 10 years is appropriate 

• At worst, a reinspection interval of 7 years could be used (2-Loop Downflow) 

"" 
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Thoughts and Observations 

• BFB Failures are complex and driven by many factors 
- lntemals Design - bolt length, bolt material, core geometry 
- Fluence{Temperature - contributes to void swelling and preload relaxatlo11 
- Pressure loads- downflow vs. upflow pressure contribution 
- lithium effects 
- Why do 4-Loopand 2·Loop plants show failures and 3·Laop plants do not? 

• Industry is making decisions based on a limited data set 
- Most inspection results are 2-Laop and 4-Loop downflow plants 

• Are we sure that the other plant designs won't have similar failure rates? 
- Should the lndustiy look at sampllng othef plant ronfl.Quratlons to confirm theories? 

• Inspection technique is not perfect. Are we capturing all the failures or do 
bolts afreadytiave cracks ·nitiated? 

Future Actions/Ideas 

• Data presented only contains trend curves for plants with original bolts 
• Develop guidelines for inspection after bolt replacement 

- Difficult as each bolt replacement pattern is different 
- Interaction between replaced bolts and orlglnal bolts 
- Replaced bolts have seen failures. DC Cook and CPO plants. 
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• Investigate other plant designs - converted upftow and original upffow plants 
- Need inspection information to baseline models and confi rm theories 
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• Baffle Bolts are susceptible to IASCC and fallures. ls inspectron and selective 
replacement the best way to manage the issue? Multiple inspections and 
replacements will be costly and may not prevent further bolt failures. 

• Current guidelines are focused on inspections. UT exams are not perfect. 
Visual exams may have limited usefulness. Even with inspections, there is no 
guarantee that fallures will not occur in the next few cycles. If the material is 
susceptible, it is just a matter of when. 

• Need for comprehensive approach for managing the baffle bolt issue. 
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